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(54) MOUNTING OPERATION MACHINE

(57) In electronic component mounter 10, informa-
tion indicating completion of component mounting is
memorized each time a component is mounted on circuit
board 36 by suction nozzle 70. Then, in a case in which
mounting work is interrupted by a stoppage of the elec-
tronic component mounter and then restarted, the mount-
ing position of the electronic component is imaged by
mark camera 80 according to information memorized im-
mediately before the mounting work was interrupted. By
this, it is possible to judge whether mounting work imme-
diately before the interruption was performed appropri-
ately. Also, with the electronic component mounter, in a
case in which mounting work is interrupted by a stoppage
of the mounter and then restarted, the mark camera is
moved along a path over which the suction nozzle moved
until the position of the suction nozzle when mounting
work was interrupted. Here, imaging of the circuit board
is performed by the mark camera. By this, it is possible
to determine whether an electronic component has
dropped on the circuit board.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a mounter that
performs work of mounting components on a board.

Background Art

[0002] Mounters pick up and hold an electronic com-
ponent supplied by a component supply device and
mount the electronic component on a circuit board. Work
of mounting electronic components is complete when
multiple predetermined electronic components have
been mounted on the circuit board, but there are cases
in which mounting work is interrupted due to reasons
such as an emergency stop of the mounter. In such a
case, as disclosed in the patent literature below, mount-
ing work is restarted based on information related to
mounting components saved on a storage medium.
[0003] In detail, with the mounter disclosed in the pat-
ent literature below, every time an electronic component
is mounted on a circuit board by a component holding
tool, mounting component data that is information related
to the mounted component is saved on the storage me-
dium. And, in a case in which mounting work is interrupted
by an emergency stop of the mounter or the like and then
restarted, mounting component information saved imme-
diately before the interruption of mounting work is ex-
tracted, and the component planned to be mounted next
identified from the mounting component information is
mounted on the circuit board. This makes it possible to
restart interrupted mounting work.
[0004] Patent literature 1: JP-A-2003-31998

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0005] According to the mounter disclosed in the above
patent literature, it is possible to restart interrupted
mounting work. However, in a case in which mounting
work is interrupted due to an emergency stop of the
mounter occurring within a very short time during mount-
ing of an electronic component on a circuit board, that is,
within a few seconds before or after an electronic com-
ponent is mounted on the circuit board, there are cases
in which the timings of mounting the electronic compo-
nent and saving the mounting component information on
the storage medium are reversed, meaning that the
saved mounting component information is different from
the actual mounting state of electronic components. In
such a case, when mounting work is restarted, there is
a worry that mounting work will not be restarted appro-
priately.
[0006] Also, if the mounter stops at timing of mounting
an electronic component on a circuit board, not only may
there be a difference between mounting component in-

formation saved on the storage medium and the actual
mounting state of electronic components, an electronic
component may not be appropriately mounted on the cir-
cuit board due to a stoppage of a moving device that
moves the component holding tool. In such a case also,
there is a worry that mounting work will not be restarted
appropriately.
[0007] Further, not only at the timing when an electron-
ic component is mounted on a circuit board, but also when
the component holding tool holding the electronic com-
ponent is moved above the circuit board by operation of
a moving device, if an emergency stop of the mounter
occurs, there is a worry that the electronic component
will separate from the component holding tool and the
electronic component will drop on the circuit board. In
such a case also, there is a worry that mounting work will
not be restarted appropriately. The present invention
takes account of such circumstances and an object there-
of is to appropriately restart mounting work after a mount-
ing work interruption.

Solution to Problem

[0008] To solve the above problems, a mounter of the
present invention is a mounter including: a component
holding tool configured to hold a component and mount
the held component on a board; an imaging device con-
figured to image any position on a base on which the
board is loaded; a control device including a memory
section configured to memorize information indicating
completion of mounting of the component on the board
for each act of mounting the component on the board by
the component holding tool, and a mounting position im-
aging section configured to, in a case in which mounting
work is interrupted by a stoppage of the mounter and
then restarted, use the imaging device to image the
mounting position of the component on the board mem-
orized on the memory section immediately before the
mounting work was
[0009] interrupted.
[0010] Also, to solve the above problems, a mounter
of the present invention is a mounter including: a com-
ponent holding tool configured to hold a component and
mount the held component on a board; an imaging device
configured to image any position on a base on which the
board is loaded; a control device including a path imaging
section configured to, in a case in which mounting work
is interrupted by a stoppage of the mounter and then
restarted, use the imaging device to image the base on
which the board is loaded along a path over which the
component holding tool moved until the position of the
component holding tool when mounting work was inter-
rupted; a dropped component determination section con-
figured to determine whether the component dropped on
the base on which the board is loaded based on image
data captured by the path imaging section; and a dropped
notification section configured to report information to an
operator indicating that a component has been dropped
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in a case in which the component was determined to
have been dropped by the dropped component determi-
nation section.

Advantageous Effects of Invention

[0011] With a mounter of the present invention, in a
case in which mounting work is interrupted by a stoppage
of the mounter and then restarted, the mounting position
of the electronic component is imaged by the imaging
device according to mounting component information
memorized immediately before the mounting work was
interrupted. By this, it is possible to judge whether mount-
ing work immediately before the interruption was per-
formed appropriately, and it is possible to appropriately
restart mounting work. Also, with a mounter of the present
invention, in a case in which mounting work is interrupted
by a stoppage of the mounter and then restarted, the
imaging device is moved along a path over which the
component holding tool moved until the position of the
holding tool when mounting work was interrupted. During
this time, the imaging device images the base on which
the board is loaded. Accordingly, it is possible to deter-
mine whether an electronic component has dropped on
the circuit board or on the base, and it is possible to ap-
propriately restart mounting work.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0012]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a plan view of an electronic compo-
nent mounter.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a control
device.
[Fig. 3] Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of a control program.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 shows a flowchart of a control program.
[Fig. 5] Fig. 5 shows a flowchart of a control program.

Description of Preferred Embodiments

[0013] The following describes in detail referring to the
figures an example embodiment of the present invention.
[0014] Configuration of electronic component mount-
er.
[0015] Electronic component mounter 10 is shown in
fig. 1. Electronic component mounter 10 is a working ma-
chine that mounts electronic components on a circuit
board. Electronic component mounter 10 is provided with
conveyance device 20, mounting head moving device
(hereinafter in some cases abbreviated to "moving de-
vice") 22, mounting head 24, and supply device 26.
[0016] Conveyance device 20 has a pair of conveyor
belts 30 that extend in the X-axis direction, and electro-
magnetic motor (refer to fig. 2) 32 that moves conveyor
belts 30. Circuit board 36 is supported by this pair of
conveyor belts 30 and is conveyed in the X-axis direction
by the driving of electromagnetic motor 32. Also, convey-

ance device 20 has holding device (refer to fig. 2) 38.
Holding device 38 fixedly holds circuit board 36 support-
ed by conveyor belts 30 in a predetermined position (the
position at which circuit board 36 is shown in fig. 1).
[0017] Moving device 22 is configured from X-axis di-
rection sliding mechanism 50 and Y-axis direction sliding
mechanism 52. X-axis direction slide mechanism 50 has
X-axis slider 56 provided on base 54 so as to be movable
in the X-axis direction. X-axis slider 56 is moved to any
position in the X-axis direction by the driving of electro-
magnetic motor (refer to fig. 2) 58. In addition, Y-axis
direction slide mechanism 52 has Y-axis slider 60 pro-
vided on a side surface of X-axis slider 56 so as to be
movable in the Y-axis direction. Y-axis slider 60 is moved
to any position in the Y-axis direction by the driving of
electromagnetic motor (refer to fig. 2) 62. Mounting head
24 is attached to Y-axis slider 60. According to such a
structure, mounting head 24 is moved to any position on
base 54 by moving device 22.
[0018] Mounting head 24 mounts electronic compo-
nents on circuit board 36. Mounting head 24 includes
suction nozzle 70 that is provided on a lower end surface
of the mounting head. Suction nozzle 70 is connected to
positive/negative pressure supply device (refer to fig. 2)
72 via a negative pressure air/positive pressure air supply
passage. Suction nozzle 70 picks up and holds an elec-
tronic component using negative pressure, and releases
the held electronic component using positive pressure.
[0019] Supply device 26 is a feeder type supply device
that has multiple tape feeders 76. Tape feeders 76 house
taped components in a wound state. Taped components
are electronic components that have been put into tape.
Tape feeders 76 deliver the taped components using in-
dexing device (refer to fig. 2) 78. By this, feeder type
supply device 26 supplies an electronic component to a
supply position by the indexing of taped components.
[0020] Also, electronic component mounter 10 is pro-
vided with mark camera 80 and display device (refer to
fig. 2) 82. Mark camera 80 is provided facing down on a
lower end surface of Y-axis slider 60 of moving device
22. By this, mark camera 80 is able to image any position
on base 54. Display device 82 is provided at a position
visible to an operator, and information related to work is
displayed on display device 82.
[0021] Further, as shown in fig. 2, electronic compo-
nent mounter 10 is provided with control device 100. Con-
trol device 100 is provided with data storage region 101,
controller 102, multiple drive circuits 104, and control cir-
cuit 106. The multiple drive circuits 104 are connected
to the above electromagnetic motors 32, 58, and 62, hold-
ing device 38, positive/negative pressure supply device
72, and indexing device 78. Controller 102 is provided
with a CPU, ROM, RAM, and so on, is formed mainly
from a computer, and is connected to the multiple drive
circuits 104. By this, operation of conveyance device 20,
moving device 22, and so on is controlled by controller
102.
[0022] Controller 102 is also connected to control cir-
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cuit 106, and control circuit 106 is connected to display
device 82. By this, a given image is displayed on display
device 82. Also, data storage region 101 is for memoriz-
ing various information and is connected to controller
102. By this, controller 102 acquires various information
memorized in data storage region 101. Further, controller
102 is also connected to image processing device 107.
Image processing device 107 is for processing image
data acquired by mark camera 80, and controller 102
acquires various information from the image data.

Mounting work by the electronic component mounter

[0023] With electronic component mounter 10, mount-
ing work of mounting electronic components on circuit
board 36 is performed using the above configuration.
Specifically, circuit board 36 is conveyed to a work posi-
tion by conveyance device 20, and is fixedly held at that
position by holding device 38. Also, tape feeders 76 feed
taped components and supply electronic components to
supply positions. Then, mounting head 24 moves above
the supply position of the electronic component and picks
up and holds the electronic component using suction noz-
zle 70. Continuing, mounting head 24 moves above the
circuit board and mounts the held electronic component
on the circuit board. Then, when mounting work is com-
plete for the circuit board 36, by operation of conveyance
device 20, the circuit board 36 for which mounting work
is complete is unloaded from electronic component
mounter 10.
[0024] Checking the mounting position and path when
mounting work restarts With electronic component
mounter 10, as given above, an electronic component
supplied by tape feeder 76 is picked up and held by suc-
tion nozzle 70 and then mounted on the circuit board.
Work of mounting electronic components on circuit board
36 is complete when multiple predetermined electronic
components have been mounted on circuit board 36, but
there are cases in which mounting work is interrupted
due to reasons such as an emergency stop of electronic
component mounter 10. In such a case, mounting work
is restarted based on information related to mounting
component memorized on data storage region 101.
[0025] In detail, with electronic component mounter 10,
every time an electronic component is mounted on circuit
board 36 by suction nozzle 70, mounting component data
that is information related to the mounted component is
saved in data storage region 101. Note that, mounting
component information includes information such as the
type of mounted electronic component, and the position
of the mounted electronic component. And, in a case in
which mounting work is interrupted by an emergency stop
of electronic component mounter 10 or the like and then
restarted, mounting component information memorized
immediately before the interruption of mounting work is
extracted, and the component planned to be mounted
next identified from the mounting component information
is mounted on circuit board 36. However, in a case in

which mounting work is interrupted due to an emergency
stop of electronic component mounter 10 occurring within
a very short time during mounting of an electronic com-
ponent on circuit board 36, that is, within a few seconds
before or after an electronic component is mounted on
circuit board 36, there are cases in which the timings of
mounting the electronic component and memorizing the
mounting component information in data storage region
101 are reversed, meaning that the mounting component
information memorized in data storage region 101 is dif-
ferent from the actual mounting state of electronic com-
ponents. In such a case, when mounting work is restart-
ed, there is a worry that mounting work will not be restart-
ed appropriately.
[0026] Specifically, for example, there are cases in
which mounting component information of an electronic
component is memorized in data storage region 101 on
the assumption that mounting work of mounting the elec-
tronic component to circuit board 36 is completed when
a specified amount of positive pressure is supplied to
suction nozzle 70. In such a case, if mounting work is
interrupted immediately after the specified amount of
positive pressure is supplied to suction nozzle 70, the
mounting component information of that electronic com-
ponent is memorized in data storage section 101. How-
ever, there may be cases in which due to the stoppage
of positive/negative pressure supply device 72, the sup-
ply of positive pressure to suction nozzle 70 becomes
insufficient, and the electronic component fails to sepa-
rate from suction nozzle 70 and is not mounted on circuit
board 36. That is, although mounting component infor-
mation is memorized in data storage region 101, the elec-
tronic component corresponding to that mounting com-
ponent information may not be mounted on circuit board
36. In such a case, if mounting work is restarted according
to the above procedure, because mounting component
information of the electronic component is memorized in
data storage region 101 even though that electronic com-
ponent was not mounted, a defective board will be pro-
duced with the electronic component not mounted on cir-
cuit board 36.
[0027] Also, if mounting work is interrupted immediate-
ly before the specified amount of positive pressure is sup-
plied to suction nozzle 70, the mounting component in-
formation of that electronic component is not memorized
in data storage section 101. However, the electronic com-
ponent may separate from suction nozzle 70 and be
mounted on circuit board 36 before the specified amount
of positive pressure is supplied to suction nozzle 70. That
is, although mounting component information is not
memorized in data storage region 101, the electronic
component corresponding to that mounting component
information may be mounted on circuit board 36. In such
a case, if mounting work is restarted according to the
above procedure, an electronic component may be
mounted on top of the already mounted electronic com-
ponent. That is, double mounting of electronic compo-
nents may occur.
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[0028] Also, if electronic component mounter 10 is
stopped as the electronic component is mounted on cir-
cuit board 36, not only may there be a difference between
mounting component information memorized in data
storage region 101 and the actual mounting state of elec-
tronic components, an electronic component may not be
appropriately mounted on circuit board 36 due to the stop-
page of positive/negative pressure supply device 72,
moving device 22, and so on.
[0029] Further, not only at the timing when an electron-
ic component is mounted on circuit board 36, but also
when suction nozzle 70 holding the electronic component
is moved above circuit board 36 or base 54 by operation
of moving device 22, if an emergency stop of electronic
component mounter 10 occurs, there is a worry that the
electronic component will separate from suction nozzle
70 and will drop on circuit board 36 or base 54. Here, if
the electronic component that dropped is left on circuit
board 36, this will result in a defective board.
[0030] Thus, with electronic component mounter 10,
in a case in which mounting work is interrupted by an
emergency stop of electronic component mounter 10 or
the like and then restarted, checking of the mounting po-
sition of the electronic component mounted immediately
before mounting work was interrupted is performed, and
checking of the movement path of suction nozzle 70 is
performed.
[0031] In detail, in a case in which mounting work is
interrupted by an emergency stop of electronic compo-
nent mounter 10 or the like and then restarted, mounting
component information memorized immediately before
the interruption of mounting work is extracted, and the
mounting position of the electronic component according
to that mounting component information is identified.
When the mounting position of the electronic component
is identified, mark camera 80 is moved by operation of
moving device 22 above the identified mounting position,
and that mounting position is imaged by mark camera
80. Then, image data obtained from that image is ana-
lyzed at controller 102, and it is determined whether the
electronic component is appropriately mounted at the
identified mounting position. Note, with this determina-
tion, whether the electronic component is mounted at the
mounting position is determined, and in a case in which
the electronic component is mounted at the mounting
position, whether the electronic component is appropri-
ately mounted at the planned mounting position is deter-
mined. That is, in cases such as when the electronic com-
ponent is not mounted at the mounting position, or the
electronic component is mounted at the planned mount-
ing position in a deviated state, it is determined that the
electronic component is not appropriately mounted at the
mounting position. Then, when it is determined that the
electronic component is not appropriately mounted at the
identified mounting position, a screen indicating that fact
(referred to below as "mounting error warning screen")
is displayed on display device 82. By this, an operator is
made aware that mounting work has not been performed

appropriately at the identified mounting position, and can
perform countermeasures to inappropriate mounting
work. That is, an operator can perform countermeasures
to prevent the occurrence of a missing electronic com-
ponent due to mounting component information being
memorized in data storage region 101 but the electronic
component according to that mounting component infor-
mation not having been mounted on circuit board 36, and
countermeasures to inappropriate mounting of an elec-
tronic component that occurs due to an emergency stop
of electronic component mounter 10.
[0032] Also, with electronic component mounter 10, in
a case in which mounting work is interrupted by an emer-
gency stop of electronic component mounter 10 or the
like and then restarted, controller 102 determines wheth-
er suction nozzle 70 is holding the electronic component
planned to be held after mounting work is restarted. Note
that, the presence or absence of an electronic component
being held on suction nozzle 70 is determined based on
the amount of negative pressure supplied by posi-
tive/negative supply device 72.
[0033] And, in a case in which the electronic compo-
nent planned to be held is not being held by suction nozzle
70, mark camera 80 is moved along the movement path
of suction nozzle 70 and imaging is performed by mark
camera 80. In detail, during mounting work, the move-
ment path of mounting head 24 by moving device 22 is
memorized in data storage region 101. Then, in a case
in which mounting work is interrupted by an emergency
stop of electronic component mounter 10 or the like and
then restarted, the movement path of mounting head 24
until the position where mounting work was interrupted
is extracted from data storage region 101. Note that, the
starting point of the extracted movement path is the sup-
ply position of the electronic component at tape feeder
76. That is, the movement path of mounting head 24 from
the supply position of the electronic component at tape
feeder 76 to the position of mounting head 24 when
mounting work was interrupted is extracted from the
movement path of mounting head 24.
[0034] When the movement path of mounting head 24
is extracted, mounting head 24 is moved by operation of
moving device 22 along the extracted movement path of
mounting head 24. Here, circuit board 26 and base 54
are imaged by mark camera 80. Then, image data ob-
tained from that imaging is analyzed at controller 102,
and it is determined whether the electronic component
dropped on circuit board 36 or base 54. Note that, with
this determination, it is determined whether an electronic
component is present at a position other than according
to the mounting component information memorized in
data storage region 101, and in a case in which an elec-
tronic component is present at a position other than ac-
cording to the mounting component information memo-
rized in data storage region 101, it is determined that an
electronic component has dropped on circuit board 36 or
base 54. And, in a case in which it is determined that an
electronic component has not dropped on circuit board
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36 or base 54, a screen indicating that fact (referred to
below as "no dropped component warning screen") is
displayed on display device 82.
[0035] On the other hand, in a case in which it is de-
termined that an electronic component has dropped on
circuit board 36 or base 54, it is determined whether that
dropped electronic component is the electronic compo-
nent mounted at the correct mounting position. Note, with
this determination, it is determined whether the mounting
position of the electronic component planned to be
mounted next according to the mounting component in-
formation memorized immediately before mounting work
was interrupted and the position of the electronic com-
ponent determined to have been dropped match, and if
it is determined that they match, the dropped electronic
component is determined to be the electronic component
mounted at the correct mounting position. That is, as giv-
en above, in a case in which an electronic component
according to the mounting component information is
mounted on circuit board 36 even though the component
mounting information is not memorized in control device
100, that component is determined to be a dropped com-
ponent, and that dropped component is determined to
be the electronic component mounted at the correct
mounting position. Then, in a case in which that dropped
electronic component is determined to be the electronic
component mounted at the correct mounting position, it
is determined that mounting work of that component is
complete, and mounting component information accord-
ing to that component is memorized in control device
100. By this, even if mounting component information is
not memorized in control device 100, because the elec-
tronic component according to that mounting component
information is mounted on circuit board 36, it is possible
to prevent double-mounting of the electronic component.
[0036] Also, in a case in which it is determined that the
dropped electronic component is not the electronic com-
ponent mounted at the correct mounting position, a
screen indicating that the electronic component has been
dropped on circuit board 36 or base 54 (referred to as
"dropped component present warning screen") is dis-
played on display device 82. Note that, information indi-
cating the position of the dropped component is also dis-
played on the dropped component present warning
screen. Note that, information indicating the position of
the dropped component is calculated based on image
data from mark camera 80 and information related to the
movement position of mounting head 24 moved by mov-
ing device 22. By this, an operator can easily perform
collection of the dropped electronic component.

Control program

[0037] The above mounting work of electronic compo-
nents and work of checking the mounting position and
path at restart of mounting work is performed by a control
program being run on control device 100. The flow when
this control program is run is described below with refer-

ence to figs. 3 to 5.
[0038] With the control program, first, the Nth electron-
ic component that is the target for mounting work is made
to be zero (S100). Next, it is determined whether there
is an electronic component already mounted on circuit
board 36 (S102). That is, it is determined whether mount-
ing component information is memorized in data storage
region 101. Here, if mounting component information is
not memorized in data storage region 101 (S102 is no),
one is added to N (S104). Next, mounting work of the
Nth electronic component is performed (S106).
[0039] Then, when mounting work of the Nth electronic
component is performed, mounting component informa-
tion according to that Nth electronic component is mem-
orized in data storage region 101 (S108). Continuing, it
is determined whether mounting work is complete for all
the electronic components to be mounted on circuit board
36 (S110). Then, in a case in which mounting work is not
complete for all the electronic components (S110 is no),
processing returns to S104. On the other hand, in a case
in which mounting work is complete for all the electronic
components (S110 is yes), the control program ends. In
this manner, if mounting work is not interrupted, by per-
forming processing of S100 to S110, mounting work on
circuit board 36 is performed.
[0040] On the other hand, in a case in which mounting
work is interrupted and then restarted, the control pro-
gram is run, but when mounting work is restarted, be-
cause mounting component information is memorized in
data storage region 101 before mounting work is inter-
rupted, in S102 it is determined that there is an already
mounted electronic component on circuit board 36. Then,
in a case when it is determined that there is an already
mounted electronic component on circuit board 36 (S102
is yes), the Nth electronic component that is a target for
mounting work is taken as X (S112). Here, X is the
number of the electronic component according to the
mounting component information memorized in data
storage region 101 immediately before mounting work
was interrupted.
[0041] Next, when the Nth electronic component that
is a target for mounting work is taken as X, mark camera
80 is moved above the mounting position of that Xth elec-
tronic component, and the mounting position is imaged
by mark camera 80 (S114). Then, based on the image
data obtained by the imaging, it is determined whether
the electronic component is appropriately mounted at the
mounting position (S116). In a case in which it is deter-
mined that the electronic component is not appropriately
mounted at the mounting position (S116 is no), a mount-
ing error warning screen is displayed on display device
82 (S118). Then, processing proceeds to S120. On the
other hand, in a case in which it is determined that the
electronic component is appropriately mounted at the
mounting position (S116 is yes), processing of S118 is
skipped, and processing proceeds to S120.
[0042] In S120, it is determined whether the electronic
component dropped from suction nozzle 70. That is, it is
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determined whether suction nozzle 70 is holding the elec-
tronic component that is planned to be held. Then, in a
case in which it is determined that the electronic compo-
nent planned to be held is not being held by suction nozzle
70, that is, it is determined that the electronic component
has dropped from suction nozzle 70 (S120 is yes), the
movement path of mounting head 24 until the position of
mounting head 24 when mounting work was interrupted
is extracted from data storage region 101, and mark cam-
era 80 performs imaging along that movement path
(S122).
[0043] Then, based on the image data obtained by the
imaging, it is determined whether the electronic compo-
nent was dropped on the movement path (S124). In a
case in which it is determined that the electronic compo-
nent has dropped on the movement path (S124 is yes),
it is determined whether that dropped electronic compo-
nent is the electronic component mounted at the correct
mounting position (S126). In a case in which it is deter-
mined that the dropped electronic component is not the
electronic component mounted at the correct mounting
position (S126 is no), the dropped component present
warning screen is displayed on display device 82 (S128).
Then, processing proceeds to S130.
[0044] On the other hand, in a case in which it is de-
termined that the dropped electronic component is the
electronic component mounted at the correct position
(S126 is yes), mounting component information accord-
ing to that electronic component is memorized in data
storage region 101, and as it is necessary to indicate that
mounting work of that electronic component is complete,
one is added to the Nth electronic component that is the
target for mounting work (S132). Then, processing pro-
ceeds to S130.
[0045] Next, in S130, the interrupted mounting work
should be restarted, so one is added to the Nth electronic
component that is the target for mounting work. Then,
processing returns to S106. Also, in a case in which it is
determined in S124 that the electronic component has
not dropped on the movement path (S124 is no), the no
dropped component warning screen is displayed on dis-
play device 82 (S134). Then, processing from S130 is
performed. Also, in a case in which it is determined in
S120 that the electronic component has not dropped from
suction nozzle 70 (S120 is no), processing from S130 is
performed.
[0046] Note that, controller 102 of control device 100
should perform work of checking the mounting position
and path when mounting work is restarted, thus, as
shown in fig. 2, controller 102 includes memory section
108, mounting position imaging section 110, mounting
determination section 112, error notification section 114,
path imaging section 116, dropped component determi-
nation section 118, dropped notification section 120, and
holding determination section 122. Memory section 108
is a functional section for performing processing of S108
and S132 of the above control program, that is, process-
ing of memorizing mounting component information of

an electronic component for which mounting work is com-
plete in data storage region 101. Mounting position im-
aging section 110 is a functional section for performing
processing of S114 of the above control program, that
is, processing of imaging the mounting position using
mark camera 80. Mounting determination section 112 is
a functional section for performing processing of S116
of the above control program, that is, processing of de-
termining whether an electronic component is appropri-
ately mounted at the mounting position. Error notification
section 114 is a functional section for performing
processing of S118 of the above control program, that
is, for performing processing of notifying an operator that
the electronic component is not appropriately mounted
at the mounting position. Path imaging section 116 is a
functional section for performing processing of S122 of
the above control program, that is, for performing
processing of imaging the movement path of mounting
head 24 using mark camera 80. Dropped component de-
termination section 118 is a functional section for per-
forming processing of S124 of the above control program,
that is, for performing processing of determining whether
an electronic component dropped on the movement path
of mounting head 24. Dropped notification section 120
is a functional section for performing processing of S128
of the above control program, that is, for performing
processing of notifying that an electronic component
dropped on the movement path of mounting head 24.
Holding determination section 122 is a functional section
for performing processing of S120 of the above control
program, that is, processing of determining whether an
electronic component planned to be held is being held
on suction nozzle 70.
[0047] Note that, in the above embodiments, electronic
component mounter 10 is an example of a mounter. Bas-
er 54 is an example of a base. Suction nozzle 70 is an
example of a component holding tool. Mark camera 80
is an example of an imaging device. Control device 100
is an example of a control device. Memory section 108
is an example of a memory section. Mounting position
imaging section 110 is an example of a mounting position
imaging section. Mounting determination section 112 is
an example of a mounting determination section. Error
notification section 114 is an example of an error notifi-
cation section. Path imaging section 116 is an example
of a path imaging section. Dropped component determi-
nation section is an example of a dropped component
determination section. Dropped notification section 120
is an example of a dropped notification section. Holding
determination section 122 is an example of a holding
determination section.
[0048] Further, the present invention is not limited to
the above example embodiments, and various changed
or improved methods of embodiment are possible based
on the knowledge of someone skilled in the art. Specifi-
cally, for example, in the above embodiments, the mount-
ing error warning screen and the like are displayed on
display device 82, but the contents of the screen may be
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notified to an operator using sound or the like.
[0049] Also, in the above embodiments, controller 102
determines whether an electronic component is appro-
priately mounted at the mounting position based on im-
age data of the mounting position, but an operator may
make this determination. That is, an image based on the
image data of the mounting position may be displayed
on display device 82, and an operator may determine
whether an electronic component is appropriately mount-
ed at the mounting position based on image data. Then,
the operator may enter the determination result into con-
trol device 100, and controller 102 may perform process-
ing according to the entered result.
[0050] Also, in the above embodiments, the movement
path of mounting head 24 imaged using mark camera 80
is taken as the path from the supply position of the elec-
tronic component from tape feeder 76 to the position of
mounting head 24 when mounting work was interrupted,
but mark camera 80 may image only above circuit board
36 as the movement path of mounting head 24.

Reference Signs List

[0051] 10: electronic component mounter (mounter);
54: base; 70: suction nozzle (component holding tool);
80: mark camera (imaging device); 100: control device;
108: memory section; 110: mounting position imaging
section; 112: mounting determination section; 114: error
notification section; 116: path imaging section; 118: com-
ponent determination section; 120: dropped notification
section; 122: holding determination section

Claims

1. A mounter comprising:

a component holding tool configured to hold a
component and mount the held component on
a board;
an imaging device configured to image any po-
sition on a base on which the board is loaded;
a control device including

a memory section configured to memorize
information indicating completion of mount-
ing of the component on the board for each
act of mounting the component on the board
by the component holding tool, and
a mounting position imaging section config-
ured to, in a case in which mounting work
is interrupted by a stoppage of the mounter
and then restarted, use the imaging device
to image the mounting position of the com-
ponent on the board memorized on the
memory section immediately before the
mounting work was interrupted.

2. The mounter according to claim 1, wherein
the control device further includes

a mounting determination section configured to
determine whether the component was mount-
ed at the mounting position correctly based on
image data captured by the mounting position
imaging section, and
an error reporting section configured to report
information to an operator indicating that mount-
ing of the component at the mounting position
was not correct in a case in which the mounting
determination section determines that mounting
of the component at the mounting position was
not correct.

3. The mounter according to claims 1 or 2, wherein
the control section further includes

a path imaging section configured to, in a case
in which mounting work is interrupted by a stop-
page of the mounter and then restarted, use the
imaging device to image the base on which the
board is loaded along a path over which the com-
ponent holding tool moved until the position of
the component holding tool when mounting work
was interrupted;
a dropped component determination section
configured to determine whether the component
dropped on the base on which the board is load-
ed based on image data captured by the path
imaging section; and
a dropped notification section configured to re-
port information to an operator indicating that a
component has been dropped in a case in which
the component was determined to have been
dropped by the dropped component determina-
tion section.

4. A mounter comprising:
a component holding tool configured to hold a com-
ponent and mount the held component on a board;
an imaging device configured to image any position
on a base on which the board is loaded; a control
device including

a path imaging section configured to, in a case
in which mounting work is interrupted by a stop-
page of the mounter and then restarted, use the
imaging device to image the base on which the
board is loaded along a path over which the com-
ponent holding tool moved until the position of
the component holding tool when mounting work
was interrupted;
a dropped component determination section
configured to determine whether the component
dropped on the base on which the board is load-
ed based on image data captured by the path
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imaging section; and
a dropped notification section configured to re-
port information to an operator indicating that a
component has been dropped in a case in which
the component was determined to have been
dropped by the dropped component determina-
tion section.

5. The mounter according to claim 4, wherein the con-
trol device further includes a holding determination
section configured to, in a case in which mounting
work is interrupted by a stoppage of the mounter and
then restarted, determine whether the component
holding tool is holding the component planned to be
held after mounting work is restarted, and
the path imaging section is configured to, when the
holding determination section determines that the
component holding tool is not holding the compo-
nent, use the imaging device to image the base on
which the board is loaded along a path over which
the component holding tool moved until the position
of the component holding tool when mounting work
was interrupted.

6. The mounter according to claim 4 or 5, wherein
the control device further includes

a memory section configured to memorize infor-
mation indicating completion of mounting of the
component on the board for each act of mount-
ing the component on the board by the compo-
nent holding tool;
a mounting position imaging section configured
to, in a case in which mounting work is interrupt-
ed by a stoppage of the mounter and then re-
started, use the imaging device to image the
mounting position of the component on the
board memorized on the memory section imme-
diately before the mounting work was interrupt-
ed;
a mounting determination section configured to
determine whether the component was mount-
ed at the mounting position correctly based on
image data captured by the mounting position
imaging section, and
an error reporting section configured to report
information to an operator indicating that mount-
ing of the component at the mounting position
was not correct in a case in which the mounting
determination section determines that mounting
of the component at the mounting position was
not correct.
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